
 

 Ref: DW3421-DE
 Heavy Duty
 Microwave in stainless steel, (GN 2/3),
2100 W. (34 Lt), digital

 Brand : DIAMOND

 

 

· mm (BxDxH) : 574x528xh368

· kW : 3,2

· Volt : 230/1N 50Hz

· kg : 34,3

· M³ : 0,16

 - Output Power 2100 W 

- 2 magnetron (1 in the top, 1 under the base of the oven) for a
 very intensive professional use! 

- Digital control panel: 5 power levels, timer (0 to 60 minutes)
 with sound signal at end of cycle (10 seconds presets from 0:10 to
 3:30 minutes) and a "X2" button for multiple portions, Stop and
 Start buttons and visual display 

- Self-diagnostic device in case of anomalies. 

- 100 "storable" programs 

- As standard with middle shelf in treated glass (removable).

- Capacity 34 liters, with the possibility of using GN 2/3, 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4 ... dishes up to ø 350 mm 

- Interior dimensions: 370x385xh230 mm 

- Interior lighting 

- Fixed base in glass ceramic (without swivel plate) 

- Glass door in stainless steel, automatic closing and easy to open,
 ergonomic and very robust handle. 

- Stackable equipment 

- Cooling of the two magnetron via a "Vortex" turbine, front
 ventilation grid (under the door), easy removal of the air grid and
 filter cleaning 

- Stainless steel, indoor and outdoor 

- Ambient acoustics : 66 decibel (dBA) 

- Power cable (1.5 m) with Schuko plug. 

- Devices built in accordance with the current (EC) standards. 

- NB It is not possible to use steel (metal) containers.

PLUS: 

- Made of stainless steel, powerful, fast and very robust,
 microwave ovens "Heavy Duty" Diamond, have been specifically
 designed for professionals in the food sector. The double
 magnetron is particularly suitable for intensive and continuous
 use. Supplied as standard with a glass ceramic removable shelf
 that allows cooking two plates at the same time. Stackable, thus
 offering more comfort and space optimization. Diamond
 microwave ovens are not available in large distribution, but only
 through authorized professional resellers. Upon request: Stainless
 steel wall bracket. 


